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Davis-BesseNPEm Resource

From: dorts@firstenergycorp.com
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 10:55 AM
To: CuadradoDeJesus, Samuel
Cc: custerc@firstenergycorp.com
Subject: NRC-FENOC Telecon Notes re: Shield Building Draft RAIs -- 2012-12-18
Attachments: NRC telecon 20121218 DRAIs Shield Bldg.pdf

Sam, attached are the FENOC notes from the telephone conference call held on December 18, 2012, related to the draft 
requests for additional information on the Shield Building.  
 
Please contact me with questions regarding the attached notes.  
 
Thank you, 
_____ 
Steve Dort 
Davis-Besse License Renewal  
 
----------------------------------------- The information contained in this message is intended only for the personal 
and confidential use of the recipient(s) named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient 
or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received 
this document in error and that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately, and delete the 
original message. 
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    Doc No. 121812
   
TO: File DATE:  December 18, 2012 
FROM: Steven Dort  
SUBJECT: NRC Telecon Regarding Davis-Besse License Renewal – 

Shield Building Draft Requests for Additional Information 

NRC Attendees: Sam Cuadrado de Jesús, Bryce Lehman, Abdul Sheikh 

FENOC Attendees: Cliff Custer, Steven Dort, Allen McAllister, Jon Hook, 
Thomas Henry, Gerald Wolf 

This telephone conference call (telecon) was initiated by Sam Cuadrado de Jesús, 
NRC Project Manager for Davis-Besse License Renewal. The telecon took place at 
1230 hours on December 18, 2012. The purpose of the call was to discuss NRC draft 
follow-up requests for additional information (RAIs) B.2.43-2 and B.2.43-3 regarding the 
Davis-Besse Shield Building Monitoring Program, as follows: 

Follow-up DRAI B.2.43-2 
This draft RAI questions the sample size for future inspections of Shield 
Building core bores, and the technical basis for the adequacy of the sample 
size. Specifically, NRC Staff requests a summary of the testing performed 
and the results of the testing. The use of impulse response testing methods 
instead of inspections of core bores was discussed, and it was stated that 
inspection of core bores is more accurate than the results from continued 
impulse response testing. NRC Staff questioned why inspection of 20 core 
bores is acceptable going forward. FENOC stated that the Shield Building 
Root Cause Evaluation is clear, that the cause was a discrete event that 
required specific environmental and design conditions to be present for the 
event to have occurred, and that there is no aging effect associated with the 
cracking in the Shield Building. Based on this conclusion, the number of 
samples is not important. Rather, the inspections are being performed by 
FENOC to confirm the Root Cause conclusion by showing that there are no 
changes in the nature of the internal cracks over time. 
FENOC and NRC Staff also discussed the [in-progress] evaluation of the 
Shield Building licensing basis. FENOC stated that the licensing basis 
evaluation should be complete in July 2013. 

Follow-up DRAI B.2.43-3 
This draft RAI questions why testing for internal cracking using core bores 
was not performed on the other structures within the scope of license 
renewal, and whether structural coatings for the other structures are included 
in the scope of license renewal. FENOC reiterated that four specific 
environmental and design conditions must be present to generate the forces 
necessary to cause internal cracking in concrete structures as was observed 
in the Shield Building; none of the other structures within the scope of license 
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renewal meet the structural design conditions (i.e., the design associated with 
the flute shoulders on the Shield Building) necessary for internal laminar 
cracking to have occurred during the blizzard of 1978. However, based on a 
recommendation from NRC Region III Inspector Mel Holmberg that examining 
a core bore from another site structure would bolster the Shield Building Root 
Cause Evaluation, FENOC examined a core bore in the Auxiliary Building. 
The Auxiliary Building and resulting core bore location were chosen based on 
similarities of reinforcing bar density, wall thickness, and a southwest location 
(the direction from which the blizzard approached in 1978). The core bore 
inspection performed in the Auxiliary Building showed that cracking did not 
occur in a building without the flute shoulder configuration of the Shield 
Building.
NRC Staff asked why cracking occurred in the main steam line area of the 
Shield Building, since it isn’t close to the flute shoulders. FENOC responded 
that the reinforcing bar density (i.e., high density) in the area of the main 
steam lines is the same as that in the top of the Shield Building, and the 
steam line reinforcing bar is connected to adjacent flute shoulders, so the 
cracking propagated into the main steam line area from cracking that initiated 
in the flute shoulders. 
NRC Staff stated that FENOC should consider performing a core bore 
inspection on another uncoated structure to further support the conclusions of 
the Root Cause. FENOC responded that the conclusions are already 
confirmed by core bore inspections of the uncoated barrel sections of the 
Shield Building between the flute shoulders. No internal laminar cracking 
initiated in the barrel sections of the Shield Building; cracking initiated in the 
flute shoulder regions and propagated from there to other sections of the 
Shield Building. 

NRC stated that they will issue the RAIs. There was no further discussion, and the call 
was concluded. 


